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Abstract. To save local storage space and protect data privacy, enterprises store 
data in the private cloud. The private cloud is only open to internal users of the 
enterprise, but the data owners lose control over outsourced data, so data integrity 
auditing is still an urgent problem to be solved in secure cloud storage. Although 
the existing data integrity auditing schemes on lattices can effectively resist the 
quantum attack, they lack fine-grained management of user permissions and have 
key escrow problems. This paper combines attribute-based signature on lattices 
to construct a revocable attribute-based data integrity auditing scheme on lattices. 
Firstly, the system master key is generated by using the trapdoor generation al-
gorithm, and then combined with the user’s attribute set, the user’s initial key is 
generated by using the lattice extbasis algorithm. Secondly, users add their own 
identity information and generate real keys without key escrow by using lattice 
randbasis algorithm. In the data submission stage, the Gauss sampling algorithm 
and the lattice extbasis algorithm are combined to generate the signature. More-
over, the authorization center periodically updates the revocation list through user 
identities and attribute sets to implement dynamic management of users. Based 
on the hardness assumption of SIS problem, it is proved that the scheme has 
strong unforgeability and storage correctness. Compared with the existing data 
integrity auditing scheme, the security and practicability are higher. 

Keywords: private cloud; integrity verification; lattice-based cryptography; 
post-quantum security; user revocation 

1 Introduction 

In the digital age of information, data is growing exponentially and both individuals 
and enterprises are facing huge data storage problems. Cloud storage relieves the pres-
sure of local data storage and maintenance, and brings great convenience to data storage 
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and access. While cloud storage provides convenient services to users, it also raises 
some security issues. Such as the interruption of public cloud servers, various attacks 
existing on the network, and personal or corporate privacy data leakage. Therefore, to 
enhance the privacy protection of enterprise data, most enterprises establish their pri-
vate clouds to store enterprise data.  

Private clouds can guarantee enterprise confidentiality and data security storage. It 
not only solves the problem of large amounts of data storage, but also strengthens the 
protection of data confidentiality. However, its storage scale and service capacity can-
not match that the public cloud, so only internal users can upload or read the data in the 
private cloud. Generally, in the enterprise, although employees can upload or read the 
data in the private cloud, the permission division is relatively clear. For example, the 
data of the finance department can only be charged by the data manager of the finance 
department, and the content of the department managers’ meetings should not be ac-
cessed by the general staff, etc. In addition, when the department of the employee is 
transferred or the employee resigns, the employee’s permission will be changed or re-
voked, so that the departments can avoid cross accessing and disseminating enterprise 
data. Therefore, most of the currently existing data integrity auditing schemes in public 
clouds have problems such as the insufficient granularity of user permission manage-
ment and lack of dynamic user management, which are not suitable for the data integrity 
auditing requirements in private clouds. Therefore, it is necessary to explore data integ-
rity auditing schemes in private clouds that can manage fine-grained user permissions 
and dynamic user management. 

2 Related work 

With the development of cryptographic techniques, many cloud storage data integrity 
auditing schemes have been proposed [1], [2], [3], [4]. Data integrity auditing schemes 
are mainly divided into two categories, provable data possession (PDP) [5] and proof 
of retrievability (POR) [6]. Cloud storage data integrity auditing schemes that support 
public auditing allow to delegate the integrity auditing of outsourced data to profes-
sional third-party auditors to reduce the burden of user auditing. To prevent curious 
third-party auditors from accessing user information to disclose user privacy, Zhang et 
al. [7] proposed an auditing scheme for electronic medical data in cloud-assisted 
WBANs with designated verifiers. The key generation center (KGC) generates private 
keys based on the user’s identity and designates verifiers to check the integrity of med-
ical data in the cloud server. However, identity-based cryptosystems have key escrow 
issues. Yu et al. [8] proposed the concept of attribute-based cloud data integrity audit-
ing. The KGC generates private keys to users based on attribute sets to achieve fine-
grained management of user permissions and simplify the key management problem of 
identity-based cryptosystems. In the scheme8, the KGC is required to be fully trusted 
and the KGC may forge signatures to leak data. Wang et al. [9] proposed an attribute-
based data integrity auditing scheme supporting user revocation. The group manager 
sends secret information to the third-party auditors to track the signer. User revocation 
is achieved by revoking the user’s access to the data when the user’s attributes are 
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changed. However, in this scheme, unauthorized third-party auditors can also send au-
diting requests to the cloud server, which increases the communication burden of the 
cloud server.  

With the development of quantum computers, the above schemes cannot resist quan-
tum attacks. Subsequently, Li et al. [10] proposed a certificateless public auditing 
scheme for post-quantum security in cloud storage, where the user private key is jointly 
generated by KGC and the user to solve the key escrow problem. Liu et al. [11] pro-
posed a lattice-based proxy-oriented public auditing scheme for electronic health rec-
ords with cloud assistance, where the user authorizes the proxy to complete the signa-
ture of the data block and the user blinds data before sending it to the proxy. To protect 
the privacy of the original data and reduce the computational overhead on the user side. 
However, schemes [10] and [11] do not have fine-grained management of user permis-
sions. 

In summary, most existing data integrity auditing schemes are based on traditional 
cryptographic difficulties such as large integer factorization and discrete logarithm, and 
cannot resist quantum attacks. Secondly, current research tends to focus on the data 
integrity auditing requirements of data managers, ignoring the need that data belonging 
to companies and data managers need to be able to be flexibly replaced for various 
reasons. 

Therefore, this paper proposes a revocable attribute-based data integrity auditing 
scheme on lattice. The main contributions are as follows. 

1) Resisting quantum attacks and fine-grained management of user permissions. A 
data integrity auditing scheme on lattice is constructed by using lattice expansion algo-
rithm, lattice randomization algorithm and other technologies. Based on the hardness 
assumption of small integer solution (SIS) problem, it is resistant to quantum attacks. 
The user private key is generated by combining the user attribute set, and the signature 
generation stage uses the linear secret sharing scheme (LSSS) to achieve fine-grained 
management of user permission. 

2) User dynamic management. When a user resigns or his position is adjusted, the 
authorization center revokes the user who leaves and reauthorizes the user who changes 
his position. When the user’s attribute set and identity information do not match the 
information in the private cloud, the user can no longer read or modify the data previ-
ously uploaded to the private cloud, to ensure the forward security of data and realize 
dynamic management of users. 

3) Low computational overhead and efficient verification. Compared with existing 
data integrity auditing schemes, the proposed scheme has stronger practicality in resist-
ing quantum attacks without the need to perform complex and time-consuming bilinear 
pair operations as well as modulo-exponential operations. To address the efficiency 
bottleneck that occurs on the auditor side in some specific applications, in the verifica-
tion phase, the auditor constructs the verification matrix based on the LSSS and only 
performs simple modulo addition and modulo multiplication operations to reduce the 
computational overhead of the auditor. 
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3 Preliminaries 

3.1 Lattices 

Definition 1: Let 1 2{ , , } m m
nB b b b R =   be a set of linearly independent column 

vectors, it generates an m-dimensional full-rank lattice  , which is defined as 

1

{ , }i i i
i m

Bc c b c Z
 

 = =  . 

3.2 Hardness assumption 

Definition 2: The Small Integer Solution problem (SIS) is described below. Given a 
prime q , a real number 0   and a matrix n m

qA   and a vector n
qy , to 

solve a nonzero integer vector me  such that Ae y=  and || ||e   [12]. 

3.3 System model 

The system model contains four entities: the authorization center (AC), the user, the 
third-party auditor (TPA), and the private cloud (CSP). The system model is shown in 
Figure 1. The functions of each entity in the system framework are as follows. 

AC. Responsible for giving authorization to users as well as auditors and generating 
public and master keys as well as completing user revocation, but it is not full trusted. 

User. Users, in the enterprise who generate work data, are responsible for uploading 
or updating their work data to the private cloud. 

TPA. A third-party auditor within the company that has powerful computing power 
and is responsible for regularly checking the integrity of the cloud data. 

CSP. It is the enterprise private cloud. Hold data files uploaded by internal users in 
the enterprise with legal permission and have great storage space.  

4 The proposed scheme 

In this paper, we introduce a non-fully trusted authorization center, the user runs the 
lattice-based randomization algorithm during the key extraction process, and the au-
thorization center cannot fully obtain the signature private key, effectively preventing 
the authorized authority from forging the signature. Combined with attribute-based sig-
natures and using LSSS access structure, the user authorization method is more flexible 
and fine-grained. In addition, private clouds and auditors judge user permissions based 
on user identity and attributes, ensuring user legitimacy and data privacy. The global 
attribute sets are  1 2, , , KAtt Att Att Att= , n

qAtt , the total number of attribute 
sets is K , the user attribute set is 1{ , , }katt attU U U= , the total number of user at-

tribute sets is k , and the user identity is *{0,1}ID . 
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AC

CSP

Auditing Request

Auditing Result

R
L

User TPA  
Fig. 1. System model [Owner-draw] 

Setup: The system sets security parameters n , ( )q ploy n= , ( log )m O n q= ,
1 2, logm m Cn q= and picks Gaussian parameters (log )s mw n= , where C is a constant 

greater than 1. Then, the system establishment algorithm consists of the following: 
(a) The system runs the ( , , )TrapGen n m q algorithm to generate a matrix 1n m

q
A

and a short basis 1 1m m
A q

T  of ( )q
⊥ A . 

(b) The system randomly selects r matrices 2
1 2, , , n m

r q
C C C . 

(c) The system randomly selects k uniform random matrices 2n m
i q

A ,
1,2, ,i k= . 

(d) The system defines four hash functions: 1 1*
1 :{0,1} m m

qH → ,
1 2( )

2 : n m km n n
q qH  + → , * '

3 :{0,1} {0,1} [1 ] n
qH n   → , 2

4 : n m n
q qH  → . 

(e) Finally, the system outputs a revocation list RL , public parameters
[1, ] 1 2 3 4{ ,{ } ,{ } , , , , , }i i Att i i lpp s H H H H = A A C  and master secret key AMSK = T . 

Extract: Inputs the master secret key AT , the system public parameters pp , the 

set of user attributes and user’s identity *{0,1}ID , the AC and the user generates 
the user’s private key. 

(a) Let the set of user attributes be 1{ , , }katt attU U U= . If iatt iU Att= , then let 

iatt iU = A , otherwise 0iattU = . Obtain the attribute matrix as 
1 2( )

1 2( | | | | ) n m km
u k q

 += A A A A A . The AC runs ( , , , )u AExBasis sA A T algo-

rithm to obtain a random short basis uT  of lattice ( )q u
⊥ A and sends it to the user 
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through a secure channel. The AC computes 2( ) n n
u u qH = R A , ||u u=P R R  and 

sends uP  to the TPA and the CSP. 

(b) The user calculates 1 1
1( ) m m

qH ID = R . By running the TrapGen  algorithm, 

obtains a short basis 1 1m m
R q

T of ( )q
⊥ R  as the secret value and lets R u+T = T T , 

12|| n m
q
= Q A R , 1 2(2 )

1 2( | | | | ) n m km
u k q

 += A Q A A A . Then, the user runs 
( ( , , , ), )uRandBasis ExBasis s sQ A T  algorithm to obtain a random short basis IDT of 

lattice ( )q u
⊥ A as the corresponding privacy key IDT of ID . 

(c) The user public key is [1, , ]{ ,{ } }ID i i kPK == Q A . 
SignGen: The user divides the file ℱ into l  data blocks and the data file ℱ is the 

m l matrix. Each file ℱ has its corresponding name '{0,1}name . 1 2={ , , , }lf f fF , 

subfile m
j qf  , 1 j l r   , The user calculates 3= ( || || ) n

j qv H ID name j  . 
(a) The user chooses a subset of user attributes uS U  satisfying the signature 

access policy ( , )L  . From LSSS, there exists a set of constants satisfying 
[1,0, ,0]i ig L = , where ={i [l], (i) }uS U  . 

(b) The user calculates ( )
4 ( )jf

j jff H= C , j jff= + v and lets ( )[ || ]j
j

f
ff u jA = A C . 

(c) The user runs ( ( , , , ), , )jID ff uSampleD ExBasis SK s sA A  algorithm to generate 

the signature j  of data block jf  and obtains the set of signatures of file ℱ as 

1{ }j j l   = . Then, the user uploads attribute sets, identity, and { , , }F    to the 
CSP. 

After receiving the signature, the CSP verifies the validity of the signature and cal-
culates 2 ( )uH A , 1( )H ID  based on the attribute set and identity uploaded by the user, 
and determines whether equation (1) holds. If it is valid, continue to check whether 
equation (2) is valid, and if the verification also passes, CSP saves the user’s attribute 
set, identity and { , , }F   . Otherwise, the CSP refuses it. 

𝐻2(Ā𝑢)||𝐻1(𝐼𝐷) = P𝑢             (1) 

A𝑢 ⋅ 𝜎𝑗 = β𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞          (2) 

ChalGen: The TPA receives an auditing request from a cloud user with attribute set 
uS . Firstly, the TPA checks whether the cloud user’s attribute set uS  satisfies the 

access policy and calculates 2 ( )uH A , 1( )H ID  based on the user attributes and iden-
tity to determine whether equation (1) holds. If not, the auditing request is rejected; 
otherwise the TPA selects a random c -elements subset I of the set [1, ]l , and for each 
i I selects a random binary string 1 2( , , , ) {0,1}c

ch h h  . The challenge message 
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( ,{ } )i i Ichal i h =  locates the subfiles which need to be verified. Finally, the TPA for-
wards the attribute set uS  and ( ,{ } )i i Ichal i h =  to the CSP. 

ProofGen: Once receiving ( ,{ } )i i Ichal i h =  from the TPA, the CSP completes the 
following steps. 

(a) Compute i ii I h =  , i ii I h ff =  . 
(b) Output proof information { , }Proof  = . 
ProofVerify: Once receiving { , }Proof  = , the TPA selects  random matrices 

2n m
j q

Z of the form , [ ], [1 ]{ }i j i l jL l   +=  according to the coefficient matrix in the 
access policy ( , )L  , and constructs the verification matrix M ,where Q  and 

, 1, 2,i i =A  is public key. 

M =

[
 
 
 
𝑙1,0Q

𝑙2,0Q

⋮
𝑙𝑙,0Q

||

𝑙1,1Z1 + 𝑙1,0A1 𝑙1,2Z2 + 𝑙1,0A2 ⋯ ⋯ 𝑙1,𝜃Z𝜃 + 𝑙1,0A𝜃

𝑙2,1Z1 + 𝑙2,0A1 𝑙2,2Z2 + 𝑙2,0A2 ⋯ ⋯ 𝑙2,𝜃Z𝜃 + 𝑙2,0A𝜃

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
𝑙𝑙,1Z1 + 𝑙𝑙,0A1 𝑙𝑙.2Z2 + 𝑙𝑙,0A2 ⋯ ⋯ 𝑙𝑙,𝜃Z𝜃 + 𝑙𝑙,0A𝜃 ]

 
 
 
𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞 

(a) If the set of attributes uS U  satisfies the access policy ( , )L  , then there must 

exist a set of coefficients (1) (2) ( ){ , , , } l
lg g g g  =   such that 

(1) (2) ( )[ , , , ] [1,0, ,0]lg g g L    =  holds. 
(b) The TPA constructs the expansion matrix gT  of the unit matrix nI  using the 

coefficients lg  such that (1) (2) ( )[ | | | ]g n n l ng g g  =T I I I  holds. 

(c) Meanwhile, let 1, , l+Z Z  be the zero matrix and the expansion matrix be M  

M̃ =

[
 
 
 
𝑙1,0Q

𝑙2,0Q

⋮
𝑙𝑙,0Q

||

𝑙1,1Z1 + 𝑙1,0A1

𝑙2,1Z1 + 𝑙2,0A1

⋮
𝑙𝑙,1Z1 + 𝑙𝑙,0A1

𝑙1,2Z2 + 𝑙1,0A2 ⋯ 𝑙1,𝜃Z𝜃 + 𝑙1,0A𝜃 ⋯ 𝑙1,𝑙Z𝑙 + 𝑙1,0A𝑙

𝑙2,2Z2 + 𝑙2,0A2 ⋯ 𝑙2,𝜃Z𝜃 + 𝑙2,0A𝜃 ⋯ 𝑙2,𝑙Z𝑙 + 𝑙2,0A𝑙

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
𝑙𝑙.2Z2 + 𝑙𝑙,0A2 ⋯ 𝑙𝑙,𝜃Z𝜃 + 𝑙𝑙,0A𝜃 ⋯ 𝑙𝑙,𝑙Z𝑙 + 𝑙𝑙,0A𝑙 ]

 
 
 
𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞 

(d) The TPA calculates 2= ( || || )jv H ID name j , makes ii I = v v , and checks 
whether the equation (3)(4) holds. If the verification is valid then return “1”, otherwise 
the verification fails back to “0”. 

(T𝑔 ⋅ M̃) ⋅ 𝜎 = 𝜇 + v𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞                   (3) 

0 < ‖𝜓‖ ≤ 𝑠𝑙√2𝑚1 + 𝑘𝑚2                   (4) 

Revoke: According to the revocation list and the user attribute set, the AC performs 
the following steps. 

(a) When the user resigns, the AC revokes the user identity and adds the revoked 
user identity  1, , pID ID  to the revocation list. Suppose the user with identity 'ID , 
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whose identity is revoked, uploads data to the private cloud, and the private cloud ver-
ifies that equation (1) does not hold, thus user 'ID  can no longer upload or read data 
to the private cloud, and the updated revocation list is 'RL . 

(b) When the user position is transferred, the attributes corresponding to the user are 
changed and the AC is reauthorized. The changed user attribute set is recorded as uB , 
and the user identity remains unchanged. When the user sends an audit request to the 
auditor for the data originally uploaded to the private cloud, the auditor calculates 

2 ( )uH B and 1( )H ID based on the user attribute set and the user identity, then equation 
(6) holds and the auditor rejects the auditing request. Thus, the user whose attributes 
have changed can no longer read and verify the integrity of the data previously uploaded 
to the private cloud. The system model after user attribute change is shown in Figure 2. 

AC

CSP

×

Auditing process

Refuse auditing requrst

U
pdated R

L  
×

User upload data after 
attribute change

Data uploaded before user 
audit after attribute change

User TPA  

Fig. 2. User attributes occurring change system model [Owner-draw] 

5 Correctness and security analysis 

5.1 Correctness proof 

u u i ii IA h  = A  
modii I h q=    

( ) modi i ii I h ff v q= +  
( ) modi i i ii I h ff h v q= +  
mod q= + v . 
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Therefore, equation (3) holds and there is 1 20 2i s m km  + , and thus equation 
(4) also holds. 

5.2 Security proof 

In this section, we prove the safety of the proposed scheme by using the following 
theorem. 

Theorem1: If the SIS problem is hard, then the scheme is unforgeable under chosen 
attribute set and chosen message attacks. 

Proof. If there exists an adversary 𝒜 who succeeds in forging a signature with prob-
ability advantage  , then the adversary 𝒜 can solve ,n qSIS  problem with non-neg-
ligible probability using challenger 𝒞's algorithm. If 𝒞 is given the SIS  problem in-
stance construction matrix *

uA , with the help of 𝒜 finding a nonzero vector *  such 

that * * modu y q =A  and *|| ||  , the adversary 𝒜 and challenger 𝒞 interact as 
follows. 

At the beginning of the game, the adversary 𝒜 determines the challenge attribute 

set *S , signature policy * *( , )L   and file *f . The challenger 𝒞 maintains two lists 
1L , 2L , which are initially empty. According to the system security parameters n , the 

challenger 𝒞 simulates the generation of public parameters,
* * *

[1, ] 1 2 3{ ,{ } ,{ } , , , , }i i Att i i lpp s H H H = A A C . 

Extract  Query : The adversary 𝒜 selects a user attribute set 'S , and asks the chal-

lenger 𝒞 for the private key, but requires ' *S S . If user identity *ID ID , the chal-
lenger 𝒞 sets * *( )H ID = R  and returns *ID =⊥T to the adversary 𝒜. Otherwise, the 
challenger 𝒞 runs the RandBasis algorithm to generate *IDT  for the adversary 𝒜, and 
uses 1L  to save the query result. 

(a) Let the set of user attributes be 1 *
* { , , }

katt attU U U= . If *
iatt iU Att= , then let 

* *
iatt iU = A , otherwise * 0iattU = . Obtain the attribute matrix as 

*
1 2

* *
(2 )* * * *

1 2( | | | | ) n m k m
qu k
 +

= A Q A A A . 

(b) The adversary 𝒜 performs hash query and calculates 
*( )*

4 ( )jf
j jff H C= , 

* *
j jff= +  and lets ( )[ || ]j

j

f
ff u jA = A C , * *

3= ( || || ) n
j qH ID name j  ,

( )* *[ || ]j
j

f
ff u j=A A C . 
(c) The challenger 𝒞 runs the steps of the key generation phase to generate the private 

key *
IDSK and public key *

IDPK . 
(d) The challenger 𝒞 sends the query result to the adversary 𝒜, and saves the query 

result in the list 1L . 
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SigGen  Query : The adversary 𝒜 selects any signature attribute set *S Att and 
the file *

1 2( , , , )lf f f f= . The challenger 𝒞 chooses an access policy * *( , )L  , but 
requires that the challenge attribute set does not satisfy the signature policy 

* * *( , )L S  , the adversary 𝒜 issues a signature generation query to the challenger 𝒞, 

and the challenger 𝒞 determines whether *S  satisfies the access policy to query 
whether *f  has been queried. If it is not satisfied, the challenger 𝒞 looks up the list 

2L  and finds the signature *
i  corresponding to the message. If satisfied, the chal-

lenger 𝒞 simulates the above label generation algorithm to generate a signature of *f . 

Return the signature * *
1{ }i i l   =  of the attribute subset *S Att  on the signa-

ture policy * *( , )L   to the adversary 𝒜, and use the list 2L  to save the query result. 

Forge : The adversary 𝒜 forged audit evidence * *
,= i i k ki I i k h h    + , 

* *
,= i i k ki I i k h ff h ff   + . 

(a) Assuming that the auditing proof is forged successfully, that is, 
* *( , )proof  = passes the auditing verification, then there are ii I = γ γ ,

* *
1 20 || || 2s m k m  +  and * * *( ) modg q   = +T M γ . 

(b) Construct the extended matrix gT  of the identity matrix nI  with the coeffi-

cients lg , 
(1) (2) ( )[ | | | ]g n n l ng g g  =T I I I . Construct the matrix, 

M̃∗ =

[
 
 
 
𝑙1,0Q

∗

𝑙2,0Q
∗

⋮
𝑙𝑙,0Q

∗

||

𝑙1,1𝑍1 + 𝑙1,0A1
∗

𝑙2,1Z1 + 𝑙2,0A1
∗

⋮
𝑙𝑙,1Z1 + 𝑙𝑙,𝜃A1

∗

𝑙1,2Z2 + 𝑙1,0A2
∗ ⋯ 𝑙1,𝜃Z𝜃 + 𝑙1,0A𝜃

∗ ⋯ 𝑙1,𝑙Z𝑙 + 𝑙1,0A𝑙
∗

𝑙2,2Z2 + 𝑙2,0A2
∗ ⋯ 𝑙2,𝜃Z𝜃 + 𝑙2,0A𝜃

∗ ⋯ 𝑙2,𝑙Z𝑙 + 𝑙2,0A𝑙
∗

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
𝑙𝑙.2Z2 + 𝑙𝑙,0A2

∗ ⋯ 𝑙𝑙,𝜃Z𝜃 + 𝑙𝑙,0A𝜃
∗ ⋯ 𝑙𝑙,𝑙Z𝑙 + 𝑙𝑙,0A𝑙

∗ ]
 
 
 

𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞 

Then there is * *
g u =T M A , that is * * *( ) =g    +T M γ , 

* * * *
,( ) = ( )g u i i k ki I i k h h     +T M A , thus,  

A𝑢
∗ ℎ𝑘𝜎𝑘

∗ = A𝑢
∗ 𝜎∗ − A𝑢

∗ ∑ ℎ𝑖𝑖∈𝐼,𝑖≠𝑘 𝜎𝑖 = 𝜇∗ − 𝜇 = ∑ ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖∈𝐼,𝑖≠𝑘 + ℎ𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑘
∗ − ∑ ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖∈𝐼, = ℎ𝑘𝑓𝑓𝑘

∗. 

And equation * * *
u k kff =A

*( )
2 ( || )kf

k H name k= C holds. 

(c) Let 
*( )

2 ( || )kf
k H name k=y C , then the forged signature of *

kff  can be calcu-

lated to satisfy * * modu q =A y . 
Therefore, the SIS  problem is solved by the above interactive adversary 𝒜 with 

non-negligible advantage  . 
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6 Performance analysis 

6.1 Functionality comparison 

In this section, a comparison is presented between our proposed scheme with the same 
type of data integrity auditing schemes [8], [10], [13], [14], [15]in terms of whether the 
authorization center is trusted, fine-grained access control, quantum resistance, public 
auditing and user revocation, and the results are shown in Table 1. 

Both our proposed scheme and the above schemes have realized the public auditing 
of outsourced data. Schemes [14], [15] are identity-based data integrity auditing with 
key escrow problem. Scheme [8] and scheme [13] are attribute-based data integrity 
auditing schemes achieving one-to-many authorization, but they cannot resist quantum 
attacks. Scheme [10] provides a certificateless data integrity audit scheme to solve the 
key escrow problem but it does not achieve fine-grained access control of user. 

Compared with the above schemes, our proposed scheme uses lattice randomization 
algorithm to prevent authorization centers from forging signatures and protect enter-
prise data security, thus there is no need for a full trusted authorization center. Our 
proposed scheme not only realizes fine-grained control of user permissions and dy-
namic management of user, but also resists quantum attacks. Therefore, our proposed 
scheme achieves more comprehensive functions and has stronger security and practi-
cality. 

Table 1. Functionality comparison [Owner-draw] 

Schemes Authoriza-
tion center Fine-grained Post-quantum 

security Public auditing Revocable 

8 Trusted √ × √ × 
10 Trusted × √ √ × 
13 Trusted × × √ √ 
14 Trusted × √ √ × 
15 Trusted × × √ × 

Ours Untrusty √ √ √ √ 

6.2 Performance comparison 

Table 2. Symbol and their meaning [Owner-draw]  

Symbol Meaning 
c  The number of the challenged block 
l  The total number of data blocks 
ExpT  The time cost of exponentiation on 1G  

mulT  The time cost of performing once multiplication on vectors, 1G  
pairT  The time cost of bilinear pairings on 1G  

HashT  The time cost of performing once hash function 
AddT  The time cost of performing once addition on 1G  
SAMT  The time cost of performing once SamplePre algorithm 
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In this section, we make a comparison of the computational cost between our pro-
posed scheme with the existing schemes [10] and [16] in Table 3. For the convenience 
of comparison, we summarize the parameters used and their meanings, as shown in 
Table 2. In the data auditing phase, the computational cost of the auditor in our scheme 
is 1 2( )Hash mulT cn nm nm n T+ + + + , and the computational cost of the auditor in 
scheme 16 is 3 (2 1) (2 1) ( 1)pair Exp Add HashT c T c T c T+ + + − + + , which requires the exe-
cution of bilinear pairs and modulo exponential operations, while our scheme does not 
require the execution of the above operations and can resist to quantum attacks with 
higher security. In scheme 10, the computational overhead of the TPA is 

2( 1) (4 2 )Hash mul SAMn c T mn n nc n m T T+ + + + + + + + and more Hash operations need 
to be executed, and the auditor is also involved in the proof generation process, thus the 
auditor also needs to execute SamplePre  algorithms, while our scheme only needs to 
execute one operation in the data validation process. 

Compared with the scheme [10], [16], our scheme reduces the computational burden 
of the auditor and reduces the computational cost of the auditor. Therefore, it alleviates 
the efficiency bottleneck problem that occurs on the TPA side. 

Table 3. Computational Cost Comparison [Owner-draw] 

Schemes Data Auditing Phase 

10 2( 1) (4 2 )Hash mul SAMn c T mn n nc n m T T+ + + + + + + +  

16 3 (2 1) (2 1) ( 1)pair Exp Add HashT c T c T c T+ + + − + +  

Ours 1 2( )Hash mulT cn nm nm n T+ + + +  

7 Conclusions 

To address the management chaos in enterprise private cloud data sharing, we propose 
a revocable attribute-based data integrity auditing scheme on lattice. In the key extrac-
tion phase, user attribute sets are embedded to achieve fine-grained management of user 
permissions. The key escrow problem is solved by the lattice-based randomization al-
gorithm, which effectively prevents authorized center from forging signatures by using 
private keys and has stronger security. Moreover, our scheme realizes dynamic man-
agement of users to meet the requirements of flexible replacement of data managers 
when enterprises use private clouds. Under the hardness assumption of SIS problem, it 
is proved that our scheme can resist quantum attacks and is against selective attribute 
set attack. The analysis results show that the proposed scheme has the advantages of 
efficiency and practicability. 
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